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In this note we investigate the fibers of Van den Bergh's Brauer]Severi scheme
h
BS ‚ V of the trace ring of m generic n = n matrices over the variety ofm , n m , n
Ž .matrix-invariants. If j g V is a point of representation type m , n ; . . . ; m , n ,m , n 1 1 r r
y1 Ž . Ž .then the reduced variety of h j has Ým !rŁm ! irreducible componentsi i
each of dimension
min q m y 1 m m n n q m y 1 y m .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ýi j i j iž /2i-j i i
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w xBrauer]Severi varieties were introduced by F. Chatelet in 5 to obtain aÃ
deeper understanding of the relation between a central simple algebra and
the splitting fields of that algebra. In 1955, S. A. Amitsur used the function
field of the Brauer]Severi variety of a central simple algebra to define a
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Ž w x.generic splitting field of that algebra see 1 . Since then, the Brauer]Severi
Žvariety has become a useful tool in the study of Brauer groups. We refer
w x .the reader to 3 for more information.
As Brauer]Severi varieties have been proven useful in the study of
central simple algebras, Brauer]Severi schemes have been introduced to
w xstudy a wider class of algebras. In particular, in 18 , M. Van den Bergh
defines Brauer]Severi schemes for an arbitrary associative algebra A over
w xa commutative ring R. In 18 , Van den Bergh defines the Brauer]Severi
schemes of the free R-algebra on m generators, which we will call generic
w xBrauer]Se¤eri schemes. As Section 1 of 15 gives a detailed working out of
Van den Bergh's ideas, we will use this as our primary reference for
generic Brauer]Severi schemes.
For an order in a central simple algebra of dimension n2, the
Brauer]Severi scheme is a projective fiber bundle over the variety of the
center. The fiber over an Azumaya point is isomorphic to P ny1 embedded
via the n-uple embedding. The fiber over an arbitrary point can then be
seen as a degeneration of this embedded P ny1. For example, the quater-
w xnion orders investigated by M. Artin and D. Mumford 4 in their construc-
tion of unirational non-rational threefolds, have a Brauer]Severi scheme
with general fiber P1 embedded as a conic in P2 degenerating to a line
pair over a point of the ramification divisor. In that case the Brauer]Severi
scheme is even a flat bundle, that is, all fibers have the same dimension.
As the generic Brauer]Severi scheme is in a sense the most general one, it
is important to study the geometry of its fibers and to compute their
dimensions in order to determine the flat locus. In this note we continue
this study of the local structure of generic Brauer]Severi schemes begun
w xin 15, Sect. 2 . We will work over an algebraically closed field of character-
istic zero, which we will denote by C.
We start in Section 1 by realizing a generic Brauer]Severi scheme as
Ž .moduli with respect to a character of the representation space of a quiver
w xQ in the sense of A. D. King's paper 7 . We then apply the Luna Slice
w xTheorem 13, p. 97 to simplify the study of a fiber of our representative
space R over its quotient V to the study of a nullcone of another quiver
representation space. In the second section, we follow the ideas of W.
w xHesselink in 6 by using the theory of optimal one-parameter subgroups to
stratify our nullcone defined in Section 1. This allows us to find the
irreducible components of the fiber in R over a closed point j g V.
Finally, we prove in Section 3 that all the irreducible components found
in Section 2 define irreducible components of the reduced fiber over j of
the Brauer]Severi scheme. More specifically, we prove that the upper
bound on the number of irreducible components of the reduced variety of
w xa fiber of the generic Brauer]Severi scheme given in 15, Corollary 2.5 is
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indeed the exact number of irreducible components of this variety. Fur-
w xthermore, we generalize 15, Theorem 2.7 to give the dimensions of these
irreducible components.1
1. GENERIC BRAUER]SEVERI SCHEMES
In this section we show how M. Van den Bergh's generic Brauer]Severi
Ž w x.schemes can be realized as moduli spaces in the sense of 7 of represen-
w xtations of a specific quiver. We will use 15, Sect. 1 as our primary
reference for reviewing the definition and some of the results we will need
about generic Brauer]Severi schemes.
( ) Ž .1.1 . Fix positive integers m and n and let X s M C [ ??? [m , n n
Ž . 2M C be the affine mn -dimensional space of m-tuples of n = n matricesn
 4over C. If F s C Y , . . . , Y is the free C-algebra on m generators, wem 1 m
can identify X with the variety of n-dimensional representations of Fm , n m
Ž .by identifying any representation f : F “ M C with the m-tuplem n
Ž Ž . Ž ..f Y , . . . , f Y g X .1 m m , n
Ž . Ž .Next we let P GL C act on X by simultaneous conjugation andn m , n
Ž . Ž w xG Ln.let V s X rrGL C s Spec C X be the corresponding quo-m , n m , n n m , n
n Ž .tient variety. Let C be the standard GL C -module and consider then
n w x Ž nproduct C = X of GL -varieties. As noted on 15, p. 855 , C =m , n n
. w n xG LnX rrGL ( V hence the invariant functions C C = X sm , n n m , n m , n
w xC V .m , n
w x nNow for any t , . . . , t g F , let t , . . . , t : C = X “ C be the1 n m 1 n m , n
w xŽ . w Ž . Ž . xfunction defined by t , . . . , t ¤ , f s det f t ¤ , . . . , f t ¤ . Then we1 n 1 n
w x w n xdefine Q to be the graded C V -sub-algebra of C C = X generatedm , n m , n
w x w xby the t , . . . , t , where we consider the elements of C V to be1 n m , n
w xhomogeneous of degree zero and the functions t , . . . , t to be homoge-1 n
Ž w xneous of degree 1. Note that although the semiinvariants t , . . . , t are1 n
w xdefined differently than those in 15, Definition 1.1 , it is straightforward to
w x wcheck that our Q is equal to the Q defined on p. 858 of 15 and that 15,
x w xTheorem 13 still holds if we only consider functions of the form t , . . . , t1 n
.for t , . . . , t g F .1 n m
So if we let x : GL “ CU be the determinant function, then it followsn
w x w n xG L n, x kfrom 15, Corollary 1.5 that the set of semi-invariants C C = Xm , n
is equal to
knf : C = X “ C ‹ f g ? ¤ , f s det g f ¤ , f ;g g GLŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . 4m , n n
1 Note Added in Proof. At the time of writing we were unaware of the appendix by M. V.
Nori to the paper by C. S. Seshadri, Desingularisation of the moduli varieties of vector
bundles over curves, in ``Intl. Symp. on Algebraic Geometry, Kyoto, 1977,'' pp. 155]184. We
now feel that the terminology ``Nori's Hilbert scheme'' for BS might be more appropriate.m , n
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w xand is the C V -module of homogeneous elements of degree k in Q.m , n
w xHence 15, Corollary 1.11 gives us that the generic Brauer]Severi scheme
is isomorphic to the projective fiber bundle
h
G L n , x knBS s Proj [ C C = X ‚ V .m , n k G 0 m , n m , n
w xBy 18, Theorem 6 , BS can be covered by affine spaces of dimensionm , n
Ž . 2 Ž . nm y 1 n q n. Furthermore, if we define ¤ , f g C = X to bem , n
Ž . n w xBrauer stable when f F ¤ s C , it is a direct corollary of 18, p. 336 thatm
ŽBS parameterizes the GL -orbits of Brauer-stable points. For example,m , n n
w x .see Lemma 1.2, Theorem 1.3, and Lemma 1.6 of 15 .
( )1.2 . The above characterization of the Brauer]Severi scheme al-
w x w xlows us to use the results of 7 . We refer the reader to 7, Sect. 3 for a
quick review of quivers and their representations.
Let Q be the quiver
 4where Q has two vertices ¤ , ¤ with one arrow from ¤ to ¤ and m0 1 0 1
Ž .loops in ¤ . The representation space of Q for dimension vector a s 1, n1
Ž . n Ž . Uis equal to R Q, a s C = X . The base-change group GL a s C =m , n
GL acts vian
l, g . ¤ , f s ly1 g .¤ , f g ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
where f g denotes the action of g on f g X as defined in paragraphm , n
Ž .1.1 . As the only oriented cycles in Q are determined by the loops in ¤ ,1
Ž . Ž . w x Žthe quotient variety R Q, a rrGL a , V by 11, Theorem 1 . Notem , n
Ž .that X ( R Q , n as GL -varieties, where Q is the quiver with onem , n 1 n 1
.vertex ¤ and m loops in ¤ .1 1
Ž . U Ž .Let x : GL a “ C be the character defined via l, g ‹Žyn, 1.
yn Ž . Ž .l det g . Then we can define the moduli space of R Q, a with respect
w xto x as in 7, p. 517 , that is, the projective fiber bundleŽyn, 1.
kŽ .G L a , x Žyn , 1.M a , x s Proj [ C R Q, a ‚ V .Ž . Ž .Q Žyn , 1. k G 0 m , n
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Ž . Ž .We say that two x -semistable representations ¤ , f and w, hŽyn, 1.
are GIT-equi¤alent if there is a x -semistable representation inŽyn, 1.
w xGL a . ¤ , f l GL a . w , c . Then as noted on p. 518 of 7 , theŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .points in M a , x represent GIT-equivalence classes of x -Q Žyn, 1. Žyn, 1.
w xsemistable representations. Now it follows from 7, Proposition 3.1 that
the x -semistable representations are precisely those having no properŽyn, 1.
Ž .subrepresentations of dimension vector 1, a with a - n. These represen-
Ž .tations are precisely the Brauer-stable points of R Q, a . Therefore, the
following reformulation of the generic Brauer]Severi scheme follows from
w x15, Lemma 1.2 .
PROPOSITION 1.1. The generic Brauer]Se¤eri scheme BS is equal to them , n
Ž .moduli space M a , x .Q Žyn, 1.
h
( ) Ž .1.3 . In order to study the fibers of M a , x s BS ‚ VQ Žyn, 1. m , n m , n
we will first investigate the fibers of the quotient map
p
R Q, a ‚ V .Ž . m , n
w xBy 2, Sect. 12 , the closed points of V parameterize the isomorphismm , n
classes of semisimple representations in X . Therefore we say j g Vm , n m , n
Ž .is a point of representation-type m , n ; . . . ; m , n if it corresponds to a1 1 r r
semisimple representation f s m c [ ??? [ m c g X where the c1 1 r r m , n j
Ž .are distinct non-isomorphic irreducible representations of dimension nj
occurring with multiplicity m . So if j g V has a representation typej m , n
Ž .m , n ; . . . ; m , n , there is a uniquely determined orbit of a semi-simple1 1 r r
Ž . y1Ž .representation 0, f g p j such that
0, f s m 0, c [ ??? [ m 0, c ,Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 r r
where the c are distinct irreducible representations of F of dimensionj m
Ž .n and the representation 0, c occurs with multiplicity m .j j j
w xAn application of the Luna slice theorem 13, p. 97; 11, pp. 595]596
Ž . Ž .shows that the etale local structure of R Q, a at 0, f is given by theÂ
associated fiber bundle
GL a =H R Q , a .Ž . Ž .j j
Ž .Here, H s Stab 0, f which is equal to
GL a s CU = GL = ??? = GLŽ .j m m1 r
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and where Q is the quiver-situation represented by the diagramj
 4That is, Q is the quiver on r q 1 vertices w , . . . , w with n arrows fromj 0 r i
Ž .w to w and for i, j G 1 there are g s m y 1 n n q d arrows from w0 i i j i j i j i
Ž .to w . The dimension vector is a s 1, m , . . . , m .j j 1 r
These facts follow from the description of the etale local structure ofÂ
w xquotient varieties of quivers by local quivers given in 11, Theorem 5 . If we
Ž . wdenote by Null Q , a the nullcone of this quiver-situation, then from 13,j j
x w xp. 98, Remarque 2 or 17, p. 102 we get the following proposition.
Ž .PROPOSITION 1.2. There is a natural GL a -isomorphism
py1 j “ GL a =G LŽaj . Null Q , aŽ . Ž . Ž .j j
Ž .sending 0, f to 1, 0 .Ž .
Ž .2. THE NULLCONE Null Q , aj j
In this section we will use the Hesselink stratification of nullcones to
Ž .study the irreducible components of Null Q , a and hence those ofj j
y1Ž . w xp j . We will use both 6 and 16 as our primary references for this
Žsection. To determine the nonempty strata and in particular the maximal
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.strata we will introduce and study additional quiver situations. For a
w xdetailed account of this approach we refer to 12 where the nullcone of
m-tuples of n = n matrices has been studied.
( ) Ž .2.1 . Assume j g V is of representation type m , n ; . . . ; m , n .m , n 1 1 r r
Ž .Let M s Ý m and let T s T be a maximal torus of GL a . We cani i M j
 4choose a Z-basis p , . . . , p of the weights of T such that, if we0 M
Ž .decompose the induced action of T on R Q , a into weightspaces, thej j
set P of weights with non-zero weightspace is equal to
P s p s p y p ‹ 0 F i F n , 1 F j F M . 4i j j i
Ž .If X T denotes the Z-lattice of one-parameter subgroups of T , we call
Ž . Ž .  4X T s X T m Q the set of coweights of T. Let l , . . . , l be theQ Z 0 M
Ž .  4basis of X T dual to the Z-basis p , . . . , p of the weights of T. ThereQ 0 M
Ž . Ž . 2is a natural norm q defined on X T given by q l s Ýa whenQ i
Ž .l s Ýa l . Moreover, we define a bilinear pairing by letting p , l si i i j
a y a .j i
( )2.2 . A subset R ; P is said to be unstable if there exists a
Ž .coweight l such that p , l G 1 for all p g R. If R ; P is unstable, then
w x Ž . Ž .by 6, Lemma 2.3 there is a unique coweight d s d R such that p , d G 1
Ž .for all p g R and q d is minimal with respect to this property. The
saturation of R is then defined to be
Rsat s p g P ‹ p , d G 1 . 4Ž .
Ž sat .We say R is saturated if R s R. We want to classify the maximal
Ž .unstable and hence saturated subsets of P to help us find the irreducible
Ž .components of Null Q , a . We will prove that the stratum correspondingj j
to a maximal unstable subset will be non-empty in this case and hence
determines an irreducible component.
Ž .LEMMA 2.1. The maximal unstable saturated subsets of P are of the
form
R s p ‹ i s 0 or s i - s jŽ . Ž . 4s i j
 4for some s g S , the symmetric group on 1, . . . , M .M
M Ž .Proof. Taking l s Ý s i l we see that R is unstable. Moreover,is1 i s
it is easy to verify that
M
d s d R s pl q p q s i l ,Ž . Ž .Ž .Ýs s 0 i
is1
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Ž Ž ..where p g Q is determined by the condition that p q Ý p q s i s 0.
Hence, R is also saturated and is maximal since if p g P is nots i j
contained in R then p is in R .s ji s
Ž .Finally, let R be unstable. Then there is a l s Ýa l such that p , l G 1i i
Ž .for all p g R. There exist possibly non-unique s g S such that a ) aM i i
Ž . Ž .implies s j ) s i . But then R ; R .s
( ) Ž .2.3 . Recall from the above proof that q d is independent of ss
and we will denote it with q as for any unstable subset R ; P we havem a x
Ž Ž ..q d R F q . For a fixed s g S let us consider the following sub-m a x M
Ž .spaces of R Q , aj j
v Ž . Ž .Y s [R Q , a with p , d G 1s j j p s
v Ž . Ž .X s [R Q , a with p , d s 1.s j j p s
There is a natural projection map
Y ‚ Xs s
Ž .with vector spaces as fibers. We have subgroups of GL a associated toj
Ž . Ž .this setting, P d the associated parabolic subgroup which acts on Y ,s s
Ž . Ž .and L d its Levi-subgroup which acts on X . There is a Zariski opens s
Ž . s sbut possibly empty subset X of points x g X for which the one-s s
wparameter subgroup determined by d is optimal. It follows from 6,s
x Ž .Proposition 4.3; and 8, 12.18]12.26; 16, Proposition 1 that GL a .Y isj s
the closure of a non-empty Hesselink stratum and hence determines an
Ž . s sirreducible component of Null Q , a if and only if X / B.j j s
( ) s s2.4 . To determine whether X is empty or not, we can use thes
w xresults of 7 if we can realize X and Y as representation spaces ofs s
quivers.
w xAt this point we again refer the reader to 12 where an analogous
w xproblem ws studied. The method described in 12 can be easily adapted to
the case under consideration.
So let Q be the quiver with M q 1 vertices pictured below, where wes
label the vertices z , z , . . . , z from left to right.0 1 M
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For any 0 F k F r let J denote the set of all 0 F i F M such that pk i
Ž . Ž .induces a nontrivial weight of T l GL a where we identify GL a withk k
Ž . Ž .the k th factor of GL a . Then Q has g s m y 1 n n q d arrowsj s k l k l k l
y1Ž . y1Ž .from z to z if i - j and s i g J and s j g J . If we let a si j k l s
Ž .1, 1, . . . , 1 , then we have
Y s R Q , a and X s R Qb , a ,Ž . Ž .s s s s s s
where Qb is the base-part of Q , that is, we keep only the arrows betweens s
Ž . Ž U .Mq 1 Ž .successive vertices. Moreover, the action of L a s C s GL as s
is the usual one.
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.2. The ¤ariety GL a .Y is the closure of a non-emptyj s
Hesselink stratum and hence determines an irreducible component.
w x s s Ž b .Proof. From 7, Proposition 3.1 , X / B if and only if R Q , as s s
contains u -semistable representations wheres
u s p , p q s 1 , . . . , p q s MŽ . Ž .Ž .s
and p s yMr2. Now the only subrepresentations of a generic representa-
b Ž . btion of Q of dimension vector a s 1, . . . , 1 of Q are representationss s s
Ž .of dimension vector 0, 0, . . . , 0, 1, 1, . . . , 1 . Therefore such a generic repre-
sentation is semistable with respect to the character u .s
( )2.5 . We are now in a position to state and prove the result on the
p
Ž .fibers of Rep Q, a ‚ V .m , n
Ž .THEOREM 2.3. Let j g V be of representation-type m , n ; . . . ; m nm , n 1 1 r r
y1Ž .and M s Ým . Then, the reduced ¤ariety of the fiber p j has exactlyi
Ž .M!r m !m ! . . . m ! irreducible components. The dimensions of these com-1 2 r
ponents are all equal to
m m y 1Ž .i i2n q n y 1 q m y 1 m m n n q m y 1 y m .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ýi j i j i2i-j i i
w x Ž . Ž . XProof. By 6, Proposition 5.5 , GL a .Y s GL a .Y if and only ifj s j s
Ž .XR and R are conjugate under the Weyl group W of GL a which iss s j
W s S = S = ??? = S .1 m m1 r
Ž .Therefore, by the proposition above, the R determine M!r m !, . . . , m !s 1 r
Ž . w xirreducible components of Null Q , a . By 15, Proposition 2.4 there arej j
Ž .at most M!r m ! . . . m ! irreducible components.1 r
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w xBy 6, Proposition 4.5 , the dimension of an irreducible component of
Ž .Null Q , a determined by s is given byj j
dim GL a y dim P d q dim Y .Ž . Ž .j s s
y1Ž . G LŽaj . Ž .Moreover, since f j , GL = Null Q , a we obtain that then j j
y1Ž .dimension of the irreducible component of f j determined by s is
equal to
dim GL y dim P d q dim Y .Ž .n s s
Observe that the associated parabolic subgroup can be identified with
P d s CU = B = ??? = B ,Ž .s m m1 r
where B denotes the Borel-subgroup of all upper triangular matrices ink
Ž .GL . Moreover, we have the identification Y s R Q , a which allowsk s s s
us to compute
v Ž . Ž .dim P d s 1 q m q 1 m r2s i i
v
2Ž Ž . .ŽŽ . .dim Y s n q Ý m m y 1 r2 m y 1 n q 1 qs i i i i
Ž .Ý m y 1 m m n n .i- j i j i j
Substituting gives the claimed dimension.
3. THE FIBERS
( )3.1 . We are now in a position to state and prove the main result of
this note.
ŽTHEOREM 3.1. Let j g V be of representation-type m , n ; . . . ; m ,m , n 1 1 r
.n and M s Sm . Then, the reduced ¤ariety of the fiber of the genericr i
y1Ž . Ž .Brauer]Se¤eri scheme in j , BS s h j has exactly M!r m ! . . . m !j 1 r
irreducible components. The dimensions of these components are all equal to
m m y 1Ž .i i
n q m q 1 m m n n q m y 1 y m .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ýi j i j i2i-j i i
Ž .Proof. Since GL a is a connected algebraic group, to prove that BSj
y1Ž .has the same number of irreducible components as p j it suffices to
Ž .show that generic representations V g R Q, a in each irreducible compo-
y1Ž . Ž .nent of p j are Brauer-stable or x -semistable . We do this byŽyn, 1.
keeping track of the representations corresponding to V in the representa-
Ž . Ž .tion spaces R Q , a and R Q , a .j j s s
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w x y1Ž . ŽIt follows from 7, pp. 520]521 that V g p j is Brauer stable or
x -stable if and only if V has no proper subrepresentations of dimen-Žyn, 1.
Ž .sion vector 1, a with a - n. By Proposition 1.2, this happens if and only if
Ž .the corresponding V g R Q , a has no proper subrepresentations ofj j j
Ž .dimension vector 1, k , . . . , k with k - m for some i.1 r i i
w xUsing 6, Propositions 4.2 and 4.3 , it follows that if V belongs to thej
Hesselink stratum which is a Zariski open subset of Y . Then V has nos j
Ž .proper subrepresentations if and only if V g R Q , a has no propers s s
Ž .subrepresentations of dimension vector 1, l , . . . , l with some l s 0.1 M i
Ž .Clearly, the generic representations in R Q , a cannot have subrepre-s s
sentations of this form. Therefore, we see by retracing our steps that each
y1Ž .irreducible component of p j maps to a distinct irreducible compo-
y1Ž .nent of BS . Moreover, as the quotient morphism p j ‚ BS isj j
surjective, we have that BS has the same number of irreducible compo-j
y1Ž .nents as p j .
w xFinally, by 15, Lemma 1.2 the stabilizer of any Brauer-stable point in
ny1 Ž .P = X has dimension one in PGL a . Therefore, the dimension ofm , n
any irreducible component of BS is the dimension of the correspondingj
y1Ž .irreducible component in p j minus dim PGL . Therefore, the dimen-n
sion of an irreducible component of BS isj
m m y 1Ž .i i
n q m y 1 m m n n q m y 1 y mŽ . Ž .Ý Ý Ýi j i j i2i-j i i
as claimed.
( )3.2 . Let T be the ring of PGL -equivariant polynomial func-m , n n
Ž .tions f : X “ M C . Then T is called the trace ring of m genericm , n n m , n
n = n matrices and it is not hard to see that the center of T is the ringm , n
w xG Ln w xC s C X . Given a j g V we can follow 15, Sect. 2 andm , n m , n,
Ž .interpret the fiber BS as the Brauer]Severi scheme respecting trace ofj
Ž . ŽT s T m Crm where m : C is the maximal ideal defining j seej m , n C j j
w x. w x15, Lemma 2.1 . We can also prove the analogy to Corollary 2.8 of 15 ,
hence realize the irreducible components of the reduced variety of BS asj
Brauer]Severi schemes of homomorphic images of T .m , n
y1Ž .Let Z be an irreducible component of the reduced variety of p j
and let p : C n = X ‚ X be the projection onto the second factor.2 m , n m , n
Then we can define T to be the ring of PGL -equivariant mapsj , Z n
Ž . Ž . w xp Z “ M C . Using the argument on the top of p. 855 of 15 , we have2 n
n Ž .that Z s C = p Z . Therefore the Brauer]Severi scheme of T is2 j , Z
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wisomorphic to the scheme of GL orbits of Brauer-stable points in Z 18,n
x w Ž . xLemma 3 . Hence by 14, Sect. 1.2 3 ; 15, p. 861 we have:
PROPOSITION 3.2. E¤ery irreducible component ZX of the reduced ¤ariety
of BS is isomorphic to the Brauer]Se¤eri scheme of T where Z is thej j , Z
y1Ž . Xirreducible component of the reduced ¤ariety of p j corresponding to Z .
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